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MIXING &amp; EFFECTS This section explains how to use the tools at your disposal to create a good mix. Often we see new producers stirring and dominating at the same time, getting confused and ending up disappointed. Similarly, we find many in the never-ending search for a mastering extension that makes the mixes sound professional. Rest assured,
everything you need to make a professional-sounding mix comes with a FL Studio installation. The rest can be achieved through some practice and trust in your ears. In this section, we will consider: Setting Output Mix Levels How to Accurately Set Final Mix Levels. Overview The total output level (volume) of FL Studio can be adjusted in two places - the
Main Volume knob. Master Mixer Track Fader, see 'Blender Reference Diagram' below. The monitor's volume control has no effect on rendered levels - it is designed so that you can adjust the monitoring levels without affecting the mixing level. The next conversation is only about Master Mixer Fader. Adjusting the levels of the last blender To ensure the level
of the master blender track accurately reflects the final output: Adjust the mixer stripe faders and/or channel volume knobs to get the relative instrument levels you want. Adjust the final level using the Fader on the Main Line. Also consider placing Fruity Limiter in the last FX bank on the main line. Limiting is a form of automatic volume peak control.
Compliance with the above steps ensures a top gauge of the main line. Orange peaks (more than 0 dB) indicate the clip in the final output or rendered mix, as described below. Sampler channels vs. audio clips If you pay particularly close (and potentially unhealthy) attention to the baselines of sampled samples to play, you may find that they are a few dB
below their level when they play in audio clips in the playlist. There are three reasons for this: Sampler channels load at 55% volume by default, about -5.2 dB. This feature prevents dissection when multiple channel samplers are used together, and also gives extra space for note/step speed modulation. By default, Channel Samplers is used as an instrument,
so you play (see next section) and mix them to sound right in the mix. If the channel sampler is too quiet, put it away. Sampler channels respond to the response speed. FL Studio has a default note speed of 100 (MIDI = 0 through 127). If the sample is too quiet, you can also repeat it harder. By default, sampler channels respond to the Circular Panning Act.
This reduces sample reinforcement by -3 dB in the medium pan and narrowing to 0 dB in extreme L/R pan positions. So, together, the default channel sampling load mode can be 8.2 dB lower than the recorded level. If you need to render the sample on its recorded level, download it as an audio clip by dropping the samples on the playlist (these are 100%
volume by default, 0 dB). Finally, make sure that: level is set so that peaks do not exceed 0 dB. Using FL Studio Peak Meters When making the final mix, the goal is often to get the loudest parts of the mix close to the maximum possible level, 0 dB, without cutting, i.e. more than 0 dB. Cutting occurs when the waveform (analog or digital) inside the audio
devices hardens like the maximum level to be repeated. The peaks slammed to the upper and lower limits and they have nowhere to go. The cut waveform looks like the peaks have been cut off, as shown in the picture in the lower left corner. While occasional transient cutting is usually not a problem, severe and durable cutting distorts and cracks spoil the
mix. Render the sound in this mode, and the problem usually cannot be fixed. The Edison Noise Removal Tool has a declipper function, but this only works successfully with mild cuts. The reference level of 0 dB represents the loudest sound that a digital audio file can make OR a D/A converter on an audio device can produce before the cut begins. FL
Studio's top meters turn into ornases to grab your attention when the signals exceed 0 dB (see above). However, not all signals above 0 dB are bad. Audio inside FL Studio is digital and is displayed (at least) as 32-bit floating points. As with all digital audio formats, the number increases as the signal intensifies. Crucially, a 32-bit number can represent a
maximum value that is about 65,000 times greater than a 16-bit audio CD or .mp3. In other words, the dynamic range is more than 1600 dB. Therefore, the internal sound used with insert mixer tracks is not going to run out of interior space under any practical conditions, and why you should not obsess if they are at their highest above 0 dB. Of course, for
practical reasons, you usually want to keep the peaks in the visible area of the meter. On the other hand, when mixing is sent to audio device outputs or rendered to a fixed bit depth (e.g. 16 or 24-bit), cutting can happen and you pass more than 0 dB from peaks to master mixer track. The Master Mixer track is usually a departure to the physical world, so you
shouldn't let it peak above 0 dB. You can think of Master Fader scaling again the combined output of all songs routed to it. Insert Mixer track gauges are only guides to the relative volumes of each track. Of course, if you've routed input mixer songs directly to your audio device outputs OR render mixer tracks on a disc (less than 32-bit float), these too become
real-world metrics and must not peak above 0 dB. NOTE: A peak of 0 dB is not a requirement. You don't have to set all your songs to push the 0 dB limit. Specifically recorded sounds can peak at -12 dB (or less), and there's nothing wrong with that. However, sometimes you want the mix to be loud, the following section discusses techniques that can be
used to which is both loud and good. Hardening the tracks! (and good) Mixing is set the levels of instruments and effects so that all elements can be heard and sound good together. Mixing primarily uses level, panning, smoothing and possibly packing one track at a time. If you can't make the track sound good at this point, you might use the wrong sounds in
one or too many of them. Mixing is different from mastering, where your goal is to adjust the mixing to sound both good and loud. Loud depends on the context in which the track is used and the genre from which it originates. Mastering mainly uses levelling, multi-lane compression, and or limiting in Master Mix (Master Mixer track). It's not a good idea to both
mix and control at the same time. First, focus on making a good mix. Then work on mastering it. If you want to slip into collection, for example, first build a comfortable and well-built chair (mix) and polish it (mastering). No one expects bullish lessons from the FL Studio handbook, but we deliver! If you've compared your music to commercial songs and thought
yours sounds quiet or flat, this section will bring you up to date on how to make a loudness and goodbye. Typically, new producers carefully adjust the levels of the Master and Insert track, ensuring that the Master Peak Meter only touches 0 dB and everything is as hard as it can go without cutting. But compared to commercial mixes, the songs still sound
quiet and lacking in depth. The problem is that the relationship between peaks and loudness is not good. Our understanding of loudness is based on an average bet in a time of 0.5-1 seconds. Top meters show moment-by-moment levels, so top metrics fail as a guide to loudness. In response, several alternative measurement modes have been developed,
see Wave Candy Metering, but these won't help you get your songs louder, just better represent what you hear. For songs to be both loud and good at the same time, experienced producers rely on all or some of the following tools and techniques (See Mixing &amp; Production Video Tutorials here). Monitoring - refers to speakers, headphones and the
listening environment. If your follow-up is biased, aren't you aware of the problem, your combination reflects these issues in reverse. For example, if your screens don't have bass, you add the bass to compensate during mixing. For more information, see the Monitor Speakers &amp; Headphones section. It is possible to make a great mix of less than full
monitoring, practice. Louder! - Making the song sound louder: A pinch per song, especially on bass and drum parts. This lowers attack peaks and uses recorded dB mode to lift audio-soy parts. Keep in the way that a sustainable level is more important for loudness than for the top level. Beware though, you may start with already packed drum samples
overpackage can make instruments sound flattened and muddy. Track-specific alignment is cut Frequencies. Unwanted depends on the instrument and its role in the mix. For bass (less than 250 Hz), try cutting bass into anything that isn't a Bass player and drums that don't need much bass, such as traps, hats, etc. The unwanted low frequencies of other
instruments combined create a rumble that does little more than waste dB's head space and mess with the bottom end of the mix. Always cut too aggressively and back off until you get the sound you want. When the whole mixing plays, cut the bass from each instrument until you start to notice it, then back off a little. The middle frequencies (300-3000 Hz)
tend to crowd in the mix, so cut them from instruments where they are not needed (the same process as bass). High frequencies (4000 Hz plus) usually sum up a mixture that sounds too bright or fragile, so don't be afraid to cut them. Note in particular that compressors can increase saturation (high frequency distortion) to sounds when over-driven. If you do
this right, the instruments will probably sound strange on their own, but great in the mix. We can't stress enough that we don't talk about a few dB here and there. Make dramatic -10--20 dB cuts or more! Limiting the Master Mixer track. If you have it, Maximus is a big weapon in fl studio's loudspton kit. Soundgoodizer is free and based on Maximus, as is Fruity
Limiter. Good? - Making a song sound professional: Paragraph-specific alignment for format frequencies. Think of sounds as low, medium or high frequency, and reject unnecessary frequencies outside their band. Throwing away must be done throughout the mix, use Parametric EQ 2 to cut frequencies until you just start to notice the sound changing, and
then back off a little. You may also need to reduce the number of cuts/ emissions if the sounds are heard separately during a certain period of time during the track. Automate only the cutting level. Timing. If possible, avoid dominant instruments playing with the same beat. For example, a classic trance kick into the rhythm, bass in an Off-beat. If they need to
overlap, then the sidechain pack can be useful (see 'Dodging' below), or you can rely on Master Limiting to resolve the conflict. Panning is one of the most overlooked but effective mixing tools. Avoid crowding all instruments in the middle of the mix, spread a few of them around (+/- 40% max is a good selection to work with). When you can clearly distinguish
sounds in different places, mixing sounds more open, interesting and intense. The kick drum and bass are usually panored in the middle, but use whatever works. Winning. Automation clips allow you to adjust the relative volume of mixing rails throughout the mix. If you turn the sound up to make a point with it, count the others to make room. There's only one
thing we can focus on. So use volume changes to draw attention to important parts of the mix and create drama. Dodge some parts in response to others. Subtle sidechain sidechain Between Kick Drum and Bass parts &amp; or Kick Drum and other dominant instruments. This is a lazy victory riding and can be very effective. For example, a side chain
compressor on the bass track to the sound of Kick Drum. This turns off the bass when Kick plays, allowing Kick to punch through the mix, while preventing the kick and bass sounds from competing for the dB's main mode. Do not use so much that you can hear the pressurized track/pumping up and down (that's its own effect). Use a subtle delay instead of
echoing. The echo is fine when little else happens, but it simply disappears in the wash of muddy sound under a busy mix. The subtle delay tricks the ear into thinking that the echo exists, since early echoes (predelay in most echoes) are the first component in room sound. If you really need an echo, one good compromise is to automate the number of
echoes in busy parts up during a solo when it's needed. ... And much more. Fragmented in this manual you will find other tips and techniques, especially Booster Extensions, keep an eye on them. No, we're not going to tell you where they are, we want you to read the manual to increase the loudness of the most effective place to start is Master Limiting, put
Fruity Limiter in the last FX slot on the Master Mixer track (it may already be there) and with default settings to raise the GAIN knob. Try too much and too little Master Limiting and get a feel for what it does with the sound. For more sophistication, use moderate compression of drum and bass mixer tracks one by one and then a little limiting on the Master
Mixer track. A little bit here and there, not all at once in the same extension or on the same Mixer track. Making loud songs that also sound good is an art that you only learn through exercise. A cautionary word. In recent years, there has been an arms race between producers to make their tracks louder than other friends. This has been used as a loudness
war. There is an informative YouTube video (The Loudness War) that sums it up. Even if you jump up and down from the war of loudness, it may not be all bad. Certain musical styles (e.g. electronic club/dance music) have evolved during this war and loudsounds have become part of the sound. On the other hand, acoustic and live instrument recordings can
definitely be spoiled by overcompression when natural dynamics (volume changes) are flattened out of existence. dB Measurement scales Simply put, dB is a physical scale where adding 6 dB to any value roughly indicates the volume by 2. When subtracting 6 dB, the volume is divided by 2. If you are interested in why this is the case or why most dB's are
listed in negative, the dB-scale math used in audio production is discussed on the 'Descending dB' page. Some dB change values to remember These are a list of dB change values that are good and remember that represent the dB difference between two levels. + 12 dB = 400% volume increase. + 6dB = 200% volume increase (double the original level). +
1 dB = ~10% volume increase. This is very close to JND (Only a noticeable difference), it is the smallest volume increase you can notice. 0 dB - No change. Note that this is not on a scale of 0 dB, but a difference between two dB levels. - 1 dB = ~10% volume drop. This is very close to JND (Only a noticeable difference), which is the smallest volume drop
you can notice. - 6 dB = 50% volume decrease (half the original level). - 12 dB = 75% volume decrease (25% of the original level). Mixer reference diagram A full description is available on the Main Blender page. NOTE: Most controls are automatable (right-click and click Create Automation Clip). clip').
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